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YouTube allows users to upload videos , view them, rate them with likes and dislikes , share
them, add videos to playlists, report, make comments on videos, and subscribe to other users.
It offers a wide variety of user-generated and corporate media videos. Available content
includes video clips , TV show clips, music videos , short and documentary films, audio
recordings, movie trailers , live streams , and other content such as video blogging , short
original videos, and educational videos. YouTube has faced criticism over aspects of its
operations, including its handling of copyrighted content contained within uploaded videos, [3]
its recommendation algorithms perpetuating videos that promote conspiracy theories and
falsehoods, [4] hosting videos ostensibly targeting children but containing violent or sexually
suggestive content involving popular characters , [5] videos of minors attracting pedophilic
activities in their comment sections, [6] and fluctuating policies on the types of content that is
eligible to be monetized with advertising. The domain name "YouTube. The concept was an
online dating service that ultimately failed but had an exceptional video and uploading platform.
Ultimately, creating an easy to use video streaming platform that wouldn't stress out the new
internet users of the early s. Karim was a programmer and helped in making sure the initial
website got put together properly and helped in both design and programming. YouTube began
as an angel-funded enterprise working from a makeshift office in a garage. After opening on a
beta service in May YouTube. After launching six months later they would be hosting well over
two million viewers a day on the website. By March the site had more than 25 million videos
uploaded and was generating around 20, uploads a day. The site delivered an average of million
video views per day in July. The increasing copyright infringement problems and lack in
commercializing YouTube eventually led to outsourcing to Google who recently had just failed
in their own video platform. The to year-old age group was dominant. According to the website
Hitwise. At that time it was Google's second-largest acquisition. YouTube planned to continue
operating independently, with its co-founders and 68 employees working within Google. It cited
user-created media such as that posted on YouTube and featured the site's originators along
with several content creators. The Wall Street Journal and The New York Times also reviewed
posted content on YouTube in , with particular regard to its effects on corporate
communications and recruitment. It is estimated that in , YouTube consumed as much
bandwidth as the entire Internet in In , YouTube launched the YouTube Awards , an annual
competition in which users voted on the best user-generated videos of the year. The move was
intended to create competition with websites such as Hulu , which features material from NBC ,
Fox , and Disney. YouTube was awarded a Peabody Award and cited as being "a 'Speakers'
Corner' that both embodies and promotes democracy". In early , YouTube registered the
domain Entertainment Weekly placed YouTube on its end-of-the-decade "best-of" list In
December , describing it as: "Providing a safe home for piano-playing cats, celeb goof-ups, and
overzealous lip-synchers since According to YouTube, this was the first worldwide free online
broadcast of a major sporting event. On March 31, , YouTube launched a new design with the
aim of simplifying the interface and increasing the time users spend on the site. Google product
manager Shiva Rajaraman commented: "We really felt like we needed to step back and remove
the clutter. According to May data published by market research company comScore , YouTube
was the dominant provider of online video in the United States, with a market share of roughly
43 percent and more than 14 billion videos viewed during May. In October , Hurley announced
that he would be stepping down as the chief executive officer of YouTube to take an advisory
role, with Salar Kamangar taking over as the head of the company. James Zern, a YouTube
software engineer, revealed in April that 30 percent of videos accounted for 99 percent of views
on the site. In , YouTube said that roughly 60 hours of new videos are uploaded to the site every
minute, and that around three-quarters of the material comes from outside the U. Starting from
and continuing to the present, Alexa ranked YouTube as the third most visited website on the
Internet after Google and Facebook. In late and early , YouTube launched over "premium" or
"original" channels. An algorithm change was made in that replaced the view-based system for
a watch time-based one that is credited for causing a surge in the popularity of gaming
channels. In October , for the first-time ever, YouTube offered a live stream of the U. YouTube
relaunched its design and layout on December 4, to be very similar to the mobile and tablet app
version of the site. In March , the number of unique users visiting YouTube every month
reached 1 billion. This was due to auto-suggesting new users to subscribe to the channel upon
registration. On April 3, , a shooting took place at YouTube headquarters. In November ,
YouTube has announced that the service would phase out the classic version of YouTube
Studio to all YouTube creators by the spring of The creation of YouTube has allowed for a brand
new job archetype to emerge from the media platform, being a YouTuber. The role has evolved
from its early days and has become something totally different than it originally was. In the
beginnings of YouTube, the creators did not do everything for the money, because generally

there was none, today wealth is directly associated with the title. Before everything on YouTube
was overrun with ads, monetization and loud teenagers the content creators did it for the
publicity and love of creating videos. In the early days of the video platform popularity and
payment was determined by the number of subscribers a channel had, today things are judged
by the average views a video gets and that determines the amount of money a person can make.
Google aims to compete with local video-sharing websites like Dailymotion in France. On
October 17, , it was announced that a Hong Kong version had been launched. YouTube's Steve
Chen said its next target will be Taiwan. It was subsequently unblocked on October The
YouTube interface suggests which local version should be chosen on the basis of the IP
address of the user. In some cases, the message "This video is not available in your country"
may appear because of copyright restrictions or inappropriate content. The local version is
subject to the content regulations found in Turkish law. The removal of videos posted by the
major record companies occurred after failure to reach agreement on a licensing deal. The
dispute was resolved in September Before being purchased by Google, YouTube declared that
its business model was advertisement-based, making 15 million dollars per month. Google did
not provide detailed figures for YouTube's running costs, and YouTube's revenues in were
noted as " not material " in a regulatory filing. Some industry commentators have speculated
that YouTube's running costs specifically the network bandwidth required might be as high as 5
to 6 million dollars per month, [] thereby fuelling criticisms that the company, like many Internet
startups, did not have a viably implemented business model. Advertisements were launched on
the site beginning in March Advertising is YouTube's central mechanism for gaining revenue.
This issue has also been taken up in scientific analysis. Don Tapscott and Anthony D. Williams
argue in their book Wikinomics that YouTube is an example for an economy that is based on
mass collaboration and makes use of the Internet. Tapscott and Williams argue that it is
important for new media companies to find ways to make a profit with the help of peer-produced
content. The new Internet economy, that they term Wikinomics would be based on the
principles of "openness, peering, sharing, and acting globally". Companies could make use of
these principles in order to gain profit with the help of Web 2. The second view is e. He argues
that YouTube is an example of a business model that is based on combining the gift with the
commodity. The first is free, the second yields profit. The novel aspect of this business strategy
is that it combines what seems at first to be different, the gift and the commodity. YouTube
would give free access to its users, the more users, the more profit it can potentially make
because it can in principle increase advertisement rates and will gain further interest of
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Turkish. Looking to increase your YouTube video views? So how do you optimize your channel
and videos to work with it, not against it? Bonus: Download the free day plan to grow your
YouTube following fast , a daily workbook of challenges that will help you kickstart your
Youtube channel growth and track your success. Get real results after one month. Fifteen years
later, people are uploading hours of video to the platform every minute. How do 2 billion users
find what they want to watch? For the first seven years, YouTube rewarded videos that got
clicks, rather than the ones that kept users engaged. Obviously, this system had a tendency to
show people a lot of clickbait: misleading titles and thumbnails proliferated. Users would click,
but then feel tricked, probably a little annoyed, and then abandon videos partway through.
Eventually, YouTube realized that their user experience was going down the drain and changed
tacks. In , the platform announced an update to the discovery system designed to identify the
videos people actually want to watch. By prioritizing videos that hold attention throughout as
well as increasing the amount of time a user spends on the platform overall YouTube could
assure advertisers that it was providing a valuable, high-quality experience for people.
Meanwhile, YouTube was also encouraging creators to stop fussing with algorithm optimization
i. In , YouTube released a whitepaper that made some waves. For instance, in March , YouTube
creators say the platform was demonetizing videos that so much as alluded to the existence of
the coronavirus. Regardless of where you stand, the developments are ongoing, so this is an
important discussion for both creators and advertisers to keep informed about. The YouTube
algorithm in its current form is designed to demonetize borderline content, mostly to protect

brands. Therefore, the algorithm is watching user behavior as closely as it watches video
performance. The two most important places the algorithm impacts are search results and
recommendation streams. First, it ranks videos by assigning them a score based on
performance analytics data. Scroll down for our list of all known factors. Second, it matches
videos to people based on their watch history, and what similar people have watched. The end
goal is that they spend as much time as possible on the platform and therefore see as many ads
as possible. It also helps the algorithm surface your video when users are searching for your
topic. So make sure you front-load the first sentence with a clear, keyword-focused description
of your video. For more detail, check out our complete guide to SEO-optimized YouTube
descriptions , including tips on zeroing in on your keywords. Building leverage on YouTube, as
these five unexpectedly interesting YouTube channels have learned, requires paying attention
to what your audience wants. That means paying attention to your analytics , but also your gut.
Experiment skillfully, take feedback from your audience, give everyone time to adjust. Also note
that he reads picture books once a month , which leads us to conclude that the algorithm
rewards those who make their viewers weep. If you can increase quantity without losing quality,
go for it. Maybe you can turn that one big hit into a series. Recency is an important ranking
factor for every social media algorithm we can name the Instagram algorithm , the Twitter
algorithm , the Facebook algorithm , and YouTube is no exception. But on the whole, we
recommend taking a look at your YouTube analytics to pick the optimal time of day or week to
drop your newest masterpiece. In many cases, this also means scheduling your YouTube
videos ahead of time. Another key performance metric for the algorithm is view duration. You
might see advice that advocates for making your videos shorter or longer, but really, just make
them as interesting and fun to watch as you possibly can. For instance, this six-minute video of
a bratty raven chatting at her best friend is solid across the board. Our educated guess is that
not just clickability but retention a. Because no one needs a recommendation algorithm if
people trust your recommendations, right? Reply to your comments. Talk to your people. Like
this video, where this illiterate fox gets to hear all the compliments people type to him. You can
skip the video and manage conversations for your channel using Hootsuite. Like so:. In other
words, these fans are the testing groundâ€”if they love it, the algorithm is more likely to show
the video to new eyeballs. For more tips on how to get free YouTube subscribers , check out our
list. Grow your YouTube audience faster with Hootsuite. Schedule videos and moderate
comments in the same place you manage all your other social networks. Try it free today. Get
Started. Skip to content Looking to increase your YouTube video views? Get the free guide right
now! Show Comments. Subscribe to this changelog. The playlistItem resource supports two
new properties:. The playlistItems. The error occurs when a request attempts to perform an
operation that is not allowed for a particular playlist. For example, a user cannot delete a video
from their uploaded videos playlist or delete the playlist itself. While users' watch history and
watch later lists are, indeed, not accessible via the API, these particular errors are not returned
by the API. Two new sections have been added to the Developer Policies :. In conjunction with
these changes, a reminder has been added to the Embedded Player Parameter documentation
to explain that if you enable Autoplay, playback will occur without any user interaction with the
player; playback data collection and sharing will therefore occur upon page load. This update
covers three small changes related to the channel resource:. This update covers the following
API changes. All changes will go into effect on or after 9 September , the date of this
announcement. With that in mind, developers should no longer rely on any of the API features
listed below. We have simplified our process for charging quota for API requests by removing
the additional cost associated with the part parameter. Effective immediately, we will only
charge the base cost for the method that is called. You can find more information about the
simplified quota here. The effect of this change is that most API calls will have a marginally
lower quota cost, while some API calls will still have the same cost. This change does not
increase the cost of any API calls. Overall, the likely impact is that your allocated quota, which
can be seen in the Google Cloud Console , will go a little further. We strongly recommend that
all developers complete a compliance audit for their projects to ensure continued access to the
YouTube API Services. All videos uploaded via the videos. To lift this restriction, each project
must undergo an audit to verify compliance with the Terms of Service. Creators who use an
unverified API client to upload video will receive an email explaining that their video is locked as
private, and that they can avoid the restriction by using an official or audited client. API projects
created prior to 28 July are not currently affected by this change. However, we strongly
recommend that all developers complete a compliance audit for their projects to ensure
continued access to the YouTube API Services. Yesterday, we published a documentation
update related to our process for charging quota. However, due to unforeseen circumstances,
the quota change is not yet in effect. As a result, the documentation has been reverted in the

interest of accuracy. To avoid confusion, the revision history entry explaining the change has
been removed and will be republished in the near future. The videos. Their values are ignored
and do not affect the way newly uploaded videos are processed. The guide addresses some of
the most common questions that developers ask during API compliance audits. We hope that it
simplifies your feature development process by helping you understand how we interpret and
enforce our policies. The channel bulletin feature has now been fully deprecated. This change
was initially announced on 17 April and has now taken effect. As a result, the activities. For
more details, please see the YouTube Help Center. YouTube is deprecating the channel bulletin
feature. These changes will be effective in the API on or after May 18, The new member resource
represents a channel member for a YouTube channel. A member provides recurring monetary
support to a creator and receives special benefits. For example, members are able to chat when
the creator turns on members-only mode for a chat. The sponsor resource is now deprecated
and API clients should update calls to the sponsors. The new membershipsLevel resource
identifies a pricing level managed by the creator that authorized the API request. The
membershipsLevels. The API now supports the ability to identify child-directed content, which
YouTube calls "made for kids. The channel and video resources support two new properties to
enable content creators and viewers to identify content that is made for kids:. The API reference
documentation has been updated to reflect a change to the way that subscriber counts are
reported on YouTube and, consequently, in API responses. As a result of the change,
subscriber counts returned by the YouTube Data API Service are rounded down to three
significant figures for subscriber counts greater than subscribers. This change affects the
channel resource's statistics. Note: This change affects this property value even in cases where
a user sends an authorized request for data about their own channel. Channel owners can still
see exact subscriber counts in YouTube Studio. For example, if a channel has , subscribers, the
statistics. The table below shows examples of how subscriber counts are rounded in API
responses and abbreviated in other publicly visible YouTube user interfaces:. The API reference
documentation has been updated to better explain common use cases for each method and to
provide dynamic, high-quality code samples through the APIs Explorer widget. See the
channels. There are now two new elements on pages that describe API methods:. The widget
also offers a fullscreen view that shows complete code samples, which dynamically update to
use the scopes and values that you have entered. The Common use cases section describes
one or more common use cases for the method explained on the page. For example, you could
call the channels. You can use links in that section to populate the APIs Explorer with sample
values for your use case or to open the fullscreen APIs Explorer with those values already
populated. These changes aim to make it easier for you to see code samples that are directly
applicable to the use case that you're trying to implement in your own application. The code
samples tool has also been updated with a new UI that offers all of the same features described
above. In conjunction with this change, the pages that previously listed available code samples
for Java, JavaScript, PHP, and Python have been removed. Note that the changes described
above replace an interactive tool that had been added to the API documentation in The
definition of the channel resource's snippet. For example, your application should not use the
http domain instead of the https domain in a URL returned in an API response. After that time,
you might see broken images in your application if it tries to load YouTube images from the http
domain. The video resource's recordingDetails. There is no guarantee that videos will return
values for this property. Similarly, even if API requests attempt to set a value for that property, it
is possible that the incoming data will not be stored. The Implementation guide , formerly
known as the Implementation and Migration guide, has been updated to remove instructions for
migrating from the v2 API to the v3 API. In addition, instructions have also been removed for
features that have since been deprecated in the v3 API, such as favorite videos. As a result, that
object, including all of its child properties are being deprecated. You can still retrieve and set
invideoPromotion data until December 14, After that date:. After May 27, , it is possible that
these requests could return error messages to indicate, for example, that invalidPromotion is an
invalid part. The interactive code snippet tool now supports Node. The samples are also visible
in the documentation for almost all API methods, such as the channels. The customizable
samples are designed to give you a use-case-specific starting point for a Node. The
functionality is similar to the code in the Node. However, the samples do contain some utility
functions that don't appear in the quickstart:. All of these samples are designed to be
downloaded and run locally. For more information, see the prerequisites for running full code
samples locally in the code snippet tool instructions. The Python code samples in the
interactive code snippet tool have been updated to use the google-auth and
google-auth-oauthlib libraries instead of the oauth2client library, which is now deprecated. In
addition to that change, the tool now provides full code samples for installed Python

applications and Python web server applications, which use slightly different authorization
flows. To see the full samples and this change :. If you'd like to run the samples, see the
instructions for running full code samples locally in the code snippet tool instructions. The
following video resource properties are being deprecated. While the properties will be
supported until December 1, , there is no guarantee that videos will continue to return values for
those properties until that time. Similarly, videos. The API reference documentation has been
updated to make code snippets more ubiquitous and interactive. Pages that explain API
methods, like channels. For any given method, the tool shows code snippets for one or more
use cases, and each use case describes a common way of calling that method. For example,
you can call the channels. Modify parameter and property values, and the code snippets
dynamically update to reflect the values you provide. Toggle between code snippets and full
samples. A code snippet shows the portion of the code that calls the API method. A full sample
contains that snippet as well as boilerplate code for authorizing and sending requests. Full
samples can be copied and run from the command line or a local web server. Execute requests
by clicking a button. To execute requests, you need to authorize the tool to call the API on your
behalf. Note that this tool has replaced the APIs Explorer on the pages where it is available.
Each page displays a link so that you also have the option of loading the request you are
working on in the APIs Explorer. The major new features available on this page are:. Support for
API requests that write data. Support for Java samples. More flexible and comprehensive
boilerplate code for authorizing users and building API requests. As originally announced on
August 11, , YouTube has switched the supported list of topic IDs to a curated list. The
complete list of supported topic IDs is included in the topicDetails properties for channel and
video resources as well as in the search. As a result of this change, topics related to a video are
now always returned in the video resource's topicDetails. There are three small changes to the
list of topic IDs that will be supported as of February 10, Also note that there are a few parent
categories Entertainment , Gaming , Lifestyle , Music , and Sports. Any video that is associated
with a child category, like Tennis , will also be associated with the parent category Sports. Topic
IDs identify topics associated with channel and video resources, and you can also use the
topicId search parameter to find channels or videos related to a particular topic. On February
10, , YouTube will start returning a small set of topic IDs instead of the much more granular set
of IDs returned thus far. In addition, note that channels and videos are not guaranteed to be
associated with any topics, which is consistent with current API behavior. So that you can
prepare your API Clients for those changes, the definitions of the following API parameters and
properties have been updated to list the topic IDs that will be supported after that time. Note
that the list of categories is the same for all of the properties. Since Freebase has already been
deprecated, the Searching with Freebase Topics guide has been removed from the
documentation. That guide provided code samples to show how an application would work with
the Freebase API. In addition, several code samples related to topic IDs have been removed
from the search. The player. The new player. These properties are only returned if the API
request specifies a value for at least one of the maxHeight or maxWidth parameters. Those two
new parameters are explained later in this revision history entry. The new hasCustomThumbnail
property indicates whether the video uploader has provided a custom thumbnail image for the
video. Note that this property is only visible to the video uploader. The new mcstRating
identifies the rating that the video received in Vietnam. You can use either parameter or both
parameters when retrieving the player part in video resources. The width adjusts to match the
video's aspect ratio, thereby ensuring that the embedded player does not have black bars
framing the video. So, for example, if a video's aspect ratio is , the player's width would be px.
The API server scales the player dimensions as appropriate to ensure that the embedded player
does not have black bars framing the video. Note that both parameters specify the maximum
dimensions of the embedded player. Thus, if both parameters are specified, one dimension
might still be smaller than the maximum amount allowed for that dimension. For example,
suppose a video has a aspect ratio. Thus, the player. If the maxHeight parameter is set to , and
the maxWidth parameter is not set, the API would return a x player. If the maxWidth parameter is
set to , and the maxHeight parameter is not set, the API would return a x player. If the maxWidth
parameter is set to , and the maxHeight parameter is set to , the API would return an x player.
The channelSection resource description has been updated to note that a channel can create a
maximum of 10 shelves without setting targeting data and can create a maximum of shelves
with targeting data. In addition, the channelSection resource's targeting property has been
updated to reflect the fact that targeting options can only be set using the API. Targeting
options are deleted if the channel section is modified using the user interface on the YouTube
website. The definition of the i18nLanguage resource's snippet. The playlistItem resource's
contentDetails. These fields are ignored if they are set in playlistItems. The search. So, for

example, if the publishedBefore parameter is set, the API returns resources created before or at
the specified time. The video resource's contentDetails. That error previously occurred for some
playlists, like favorite videos, that did not allow duplicates but are no longer supported. In
general, playlists do allow duplicate videos. The revision history entry for September 15, , has
been updated to clarify that, whenever the channel resource's contentDetails. Moreover, those
properties are only included if an authorized user is retrieving data about the user's own
channel. The August 11, , revision history update discussed several changes related to topic
IDs, including the fact that the set of supported topic IDs will change as of February 10, The list
of topics that will be supported will be published by November 10, The following changes are
now in effect. Notice of these changes was given in the revision history update on August 11, If
the activities. This is a slight change that is intended to provide a better user experience than
the behavior described in the revision history update on August 11, That update had stated that
requests using the home parameter would return an empty list. The channel resource's
contentDetails. To be clear, these properties are only visible to an authorized user retrieving
data about the user's own channel. The properties always contain the values HL and WL , even
for an authorized user retrieving data about the user's own channel. In addition, requests to
retrieve playlist details playlists. The video resource's fileDetails. Previously, this data like the
parent fileDetails object could only be retrieved by a video's owner. In addition to the Updated
Terms , which will go into effect as of February 10, , this update includes several supporting
documents to help explain the policies that developers must follow. The full set of new
documents is described in the revision history for the Updated Terms. In addition, future
changes to the Updated Terms or to those supporting documents will also be explained in that
revision history. You can subscribe to an RSS feed listing changes in that revision history from
a link in that document. As of February 10, , YouTube will start returning a small set of topic IDs
instead of the much more granular set of IDs returned thus far. That set of supported topics will
identify high-level categorizations like Sports or Basketball , but, for example, they will not
identify specific teams or players. We will be announcing the set of supported topics so that
you have time to prepare your application for this change. Any Freebase topic IDs that you have
already retrieved can be used to search for content until February 10, However, after that time,
you will be able to use only the smaller set of topics identified in the previous item to retrieve
search results by topic. After February 10, , if you try to search for results using a topic ID that
is not in the smaller set of supported topic IDs, the API will return an empty result set. The
activities. Requests that use this parameter after September 12, , will return an empty list. After
September 12, , the contentDetails. Requests to retrieve playlist details playlists. Requests to
retrieve playlist items playlistItems. This data can only be retrieved by a video's owner since the
parent fileDetails object can only be retrieved by a video owner. Following the deprecation, the
property will no longer be included in any channel resources. The comment resource's snippet.
Following the deprecation, the property will no longer be included in any comment resources.
Since neither of these properties will be returned following the deprecation, both properties
have been removed from the corresponding resource documentation. The subscriptions. Note
that the new parameter only supports retrieval of the most recent subscribers to the
authenticated user's channel. To retrieve a complete list of subscribers, use the mySubscribers
parameter. That parameter, which does not return subscribers in a particular order, does not
limit the number of subscribers that can be retrieved. The definition of the snippet. The
definition of the channelSection. Those parts are only available to the video's owner. For each
method, the tool shows code samples for one or more use cases. For example, it provides five
code snippets for the search. For each use case, the tool displays the parameters used in the
API request. You can modify the parameter values, in which case the tool updates the code
snippets to reflect the parameter values that you provided. Finally, the tool displays the API
response to each request. If you have modified the request parameters, the API response is
based on your provided parameter values. Note that you need to authorize the tool to submit
requests on your behalf for API responses to display. The video resource's new contentDetails.
Valid property values are and rectangular. The recordingDetails. This location is editable,
searchable on public videos, and might be displayed to users for public videos. The fileDetails.
The value is only visible to the video owner. The definition of the channel resource's
contentDetails. This is due to the fact that favorite videos functionality has already been
deprecated. Note that this property is not subject to the API deprecation policy. The definition of
the ineligibleAccount error, which can be returned by the comments. The definition of the
channels. The Quota Usage section of the Getting Started guide has been updated to link to the
Google Developer's Console, where you can see your actual quota and quota usage. The
channelBanner resource documentation has been updated to note that the recommended size
for the uploaded channel banner image is px by px. The minimum size px by px has not

changed. The channel resource's new snippet. Not all channels have custom URLs. The channel
resource's brandingSettings. The API response to a search. The property identifies the region
code that was used for the search query. The region code instructs the API to return search
results for the specified country. The property value is a two-letter ISO country code that
identifies the region. The i18nRegions. The default value is US. If a non-supported region is
specified, YouTube might still select another region, rather than the default value, to handle the
query. The definitions of the videoAbuseReportReason resource's snippet. In addition, the
videoAbuseReportReasons. The video resource's liveStreamingDetails. The property value is
only present if the video is a current live broadcast that has live chat enabled. After the
broadcast ends and the live chat concludes, the property is no longer returned for the video.
The video resource's status. European Union EU laws require that certain disclosures must be
given to and consents obtained from end users in the EU. The API now supports the ability to
set and retrieve localized text for the snippet. You can set localized values for a resource when
calling the insert or update method for that resource. To set localized values for a resource, do
both of the following:. Ensure that a value is set for the resource's snippet. That property
identifies the language of the resource's snippet. Its value can be any supported application
language or most other ISO language codes. For example, if you upload a video that has an
English title and description, you would set the snippet. Note for updating channel resources:
To set the snippet. Add the localizations object to the resource you are updating. Each object
key is a string that identifies an application language or ISO language code, and each key maps
to an object that contains the localized title and description for the resource. The sample
snippet below sets the resource's default language to English. It also adds localized German
and Spanish titles and descriptions to a video:. Important: Remember that when you update the
localized data for a resource, your API request must include all of the existing localized
versions of the data. For example, if you sent a subsequent request to add Portuguese data to
the video in the example above, the request would need to include the localized data for
German, Spanish, and Portuguese. Add the hl parameter to your channels. If localized resource
details are available in that language, the resource's snippet. However, if localized details are
not available, the snippet. For example, suppose a videos. If the hl parameter were set to de ,
the resource would contain the following data:. However, if the hl parameter were set to fr , the
snippet. When retrieving a resource, include localizations in the part parameter value to retrieve
all of the localized details for that resource. If you are retrieving localized data for a language
that is not a current YouTube application language , you need to use this approach to retrieve
all localizations and then filter to determine whether the desired localized data exists. This
update does not reflect a change in API behavior. The definition of the video resource's snippet.
For example, if a video is uploaded as a private video and then made public at a later time, the
property value specifies the time that the video was made public. The updated definition also
explains how the value is populated for private and unlisted videos. The definition of the video
resource's status. If the request schedules a video to be published at some time in the past, it is
published right away. As such, the effect of setting the status. This property replaces the
contentDetails. The definition of the channel resource's brandingSettings. The documentation
for the thumbnails. The request body does not contain a thumbnail resource. Previously, the
documentation said that you should not provide a request body when calling this method. The
description of the activity resource has been updated to reflect the fact that the activities. The
resource's snippet. The video resource's statistics. In accordance with our deprecation policy,
this property will continue to be included in video resources for at least one year after this
announcement. However, the property value is now always set to 0. Note that this update does
not reflect a change in the API's behavior. Specifically, the definition now explains that if a tag
contains a space, the API server handles the tag value as though it were wrapped in quotation
marks, and the quotation marks count toward the character limit. So, for the purposes of
character limits, the tag Foo-Baz contains seven characters, but the tag Foo Baz contains nine
characters. The commentThreads. If a request submits the parameter, the API server ignores
the parameter but otherwise handles the request. Threads can be ordered by time or relevance.
The default behavior is to order them by time. The video resource's new snippet. The definition
of the video resource's contentDetails. This does not represent a change in actual API behavior.
The captions. The new videoAbuseReportReason resource contains information about a reason
that a video would be flagged for containing abusive content. The videoAbuseReportReasons.
The new videos. The body of the request contains a JSON object that specifies the video being
flagged as well as the reason that the video is deemed to contain abusive content. Valid reasons
can be obtained from the videoAbuseReportReason. The migration guide has also been
updated with an example for reporting an abusive video. These features are also all explained in
the migration guide. The forDeveloper parameter can be used in conjunction with optional

search parameters like the q parameter. For this feature, each uploaded video is automatically
tagged with the project number that is associated with the developer's application in the Google
Developers Console. When a search request subsequently sets the forDeveloper parameter to
true , the API server uses the request's authorization credentials to identify the developer.
Therefore, a developer can restrict results to videos uploaded through the developer's own app
or website but not to videos uploaded through other apps or sites. The new feature offers
functionality that is similar, albeit not identical, to the developer tags functionality that the v2
API supported. Note: To set the snippet. The API now supports targeting for channelSection
resources. Channel section targeting provides a way to restrict visibility of a content section to
users that match particular criteria. The API exposes three targeting options. A user must meet
all of the targeting settings for a channel section to be visible. Users who have chosen one of
those languages can see the corresponding channel section. The channel section is visible to
users that have selected one of those regions as well as users for whom one of those regions is
automatically selected. Each value in the list is an ISO alpha-2 country code. The documentation
for the channelSections. The migration guide has been updated to explain how to migrate
applications still using comments functionality from the v2 API. The guide also calls out several
commenting features that the v2 API did not support but that are supported in the v3 API. These
include:. Retrieving comments about a channel Retrieving all comment threads related to a
channel, which means that the API response can contain comments about the channel or any of
its videos. Updating the text of a comment Marking a comment as spam Setting a comment's
moderation status. The Subscribing to push notifications guide has been updated to reflect the
fact that notifications are only pushed to the Google PubSubHubBub hub and not also to the
Superfeedr hub as previously indicated. The API's new commentThread and comment
resources let you retrieve, insert, update, delete, and moderate comments. A commentThread
resource contains information about a YouTube comment thread, which comprises a top-level
comment and replies, if any exist, to that comment. A commentThread resource can represent
comments about either a video or a channel. The top-level comment and the replies are actually
comment resources that are nested inside the commentThread resource. It is important to note
that the commentThread resource does not necessarily contain all replies to a comment, and
you need to use the comments. In addition, some comments do not have replies. The API
supports the following methods for commentThread resources:. Use this method to retrieve
comments associated with a particular video or channel. Use the comments. A comment
resource contains information about a single YouTube comment. A comment resource can
represent a comment about either a video or a channel. In addition, the comment could be a
top-level comment or a reply to a top-level comment. The API supports the following methods
for comment resources:. Use this method to retrieve all of the replies to a particular comment.
For example, clear a comment for public display or reject a comment as unfit for display. The
API request must be authorized by the owner of the channel or video associated with the
comments.. Your PubSubHubBub callback server can receive Atom feed notifications when a
channel does any of the following activities:. The migration guide has also been updated to note
the new support for push notifications. However, since the v2 API supported numerous other
types of push notifications that are not supported in the v3 API, the mention of PubSubHubBub
support is still listed in the Deprecated section of that guide. The new captions resource
represents a YouTube caption track. A caption track is associated with exactly one YouTube
video. The API supports methods to list , insert , update , download , and delete caption tracks.
The migration guide has also been updated to explain how to migrate applications still using
captions functionality in the v2 API. The new scope is required for calls to the all of the caption
resource's methods. The same features were previously and are still listed in other tabs in the
guide. For example, the new feature explaining how to update a channel's in-video promotional
campaign data is also listed under the Channels profiles tab. However, you can use the v3 API
to find recommended videos by calling the activities. In the API response, a resource
corresponds to a recommended video if the snippet. In that case, the contentDetails. Note that
there is no guarantee that the response will contain any particular number of recommended
videos. Retrieve channel suggestions. Retrieve new subscription videos â€” The v3 API does
not retrieve a list that only contains videos that have recently been uploaded to channels that
the API user subscribes to. However, you can use the v3 API to find new subscription videos by
calling the activities. In the API response, a resource corresponds to a new subscription video if
the snippet. Note that there is no guarantee that the response will contain any particular number
of new subscription videos. Notifications were provided for new channel subscriptions and
when videos were rated, shared, marked as favorites, commented on, or uploaded. The v3 API
will support push notifications using the PubSubHubbub protocol , but the notifications will
only cover video uploads and updates to video titles or video descriptions. While some

developers used this field to associate a channel with a particular country, the field's data could
not consistently be used for that purpose. Set or retrieve developer tags â€” The v2 API
supported the ability to associate keywords, or developer tags, with a video at the time that the
video was uploaded. Developer tags would not be displayed to YouTube users, but video
owners could retrieve videos that matched a specific developer tag. The v3 API will provide a
similar, but not identical, feature. Specifically, a developer will be able to search for videos
uploaded by the developer's own application. The developer then uses the same project number
to search for videos. List videos by publication date, viewcount, or rating â€” In the v2 API, the
orderby parameter let you sort videos in a playlist by position, duration, publication date, title,
and several other values. In the v3 API, playlist items are typically sorted by position in
ascending order and other sorting options are not available. There are a few exceptions. A new
upload, favorite video, liked video, or recently watched video is automatically added as the first
item snippet. So, each of these lists is effectively sorted in order of newest to oldest item based
on the times that items were added to the list. Note, however, that a new item added to the
"Watch later" playlist is added as the last item in that list, so that list is effectively sorted from
oldest to newest item. The v3 API's channels. Using those methods, you can retrieve a list of
multiple resources with a single request. With these changes, the guide now identifies all
functionality that was supported in the old v2 API that will be deprecated in the current API
version v3. The channelSections. The API now supports the following errors:. The parameter
addresses a feature gap that previously existed between the current API version v3 and the
previous version v2 , which has already been deprecated. The YouTube Data API v3 migration
guide has also been updated to indicate the deprecation of the special feeds and metadata
fields that the v2 API provided for describing movies, trailers, television shows, television
seasons, and television episodes. See the Upload a video section for details. This functionality
is comparable to the browser-based uploading functionality that the v2 API supports. Note that
this change to the migration guide does not reflect an actual API change but rather the
availability of new sample code for uploading videos with client-side JavaScript. Given the
support for uploading videos with the JavaScript client library and CORS, the migration guide
no longer lists browser-based uploading as a feature that may be deprecated in the v3 API. The
documentation for the videos. The quota cost for a call to the search. Important: In many cases,
you can use other API methods to retrieve information at a lower quota cost. For example,
consider these two ways of finding videos uploaded to the GoogleDevelopers channel. Call the
search. Call the channels. Set the forUsername parameter to GoogleDevelopers and the part
parameter to contentDetails. In the API response, the contentDetails. Then call the playlistItems.
The channel resource contains two new properties:. The status. This property is only returned if
the channel owner authorized the API request. Valid property values are:. See the property
definition for more information about these values. The YouTube Help Center also provides
more detailed information about this feature. The invideoPromotion. This feature also picks up a
single promotion to show on each video. The definitions of the video resource's snippet. If you
call that method to update the snippet part of a video resource, you must set a value for both of
those properties. If you try to update the snippet part of a video resource and do not set a value
for both of those properties, the API returns an invalidRequest error. That error's description
has also been updated. These correspond to the RP13 and RP16 ratings, respectively. The
channelBanners. The older API was officially deprecated as of March 4, The playlists. The
description of each API method has been updated to include the quota cost incurred by a call to
that method. Similarly, the definitions of part parameters have been updated to specify the
quota cost of each part that can be retrieved in an API call. For example, a call to the
subscriptions. The subscription resource also contains three parts snippet , contentDetails ,
and subscriberSnippet , and each of those has a cost of two units. The video resource now
supports 43 new content rating systems, which identify the ratings that videos received from
various national rating agencies. A request must specify a value for both parameters to retrieve
results based on location, and the API will return an error if a request includes only one of the
two parameters. The locationRadius parameter specifies the maximum distance that the
location associated with a video can be from the center of the area for the video to still be
included in search results. The channel resource's invideoPromotion. The channelSection
resource now can contain information about a few new types of featured content. The
channelSection resource's snippet. The definition of the watermark resource's position. The
definition of the q parameter for the search. The value can also use the Boolean OR operator to
find videos associated with one of several search terms. The definition of the pageInfo. In
addition, the maximum value is 1,, You should not use this value to create pagination links.
Instead, use the nextPageToken and prevPageToken property values to determine whether to
show pagination links. The watermarks. The new i18nLanguage resource identifies an

application language that the YouTube website supports. The application language can also be
referred to as a UI language. For the YouTube website, an application language could be
automatically selected based on Google Account settings, browser language, or IP location, and
a user could also manually select the desired UI language from the YouTube site footer. The API
supports a method to list supported application languages. Supported languages can be used
as the value of the hl parameter when calling API methods like videoCategories. The new
i18nRegion resource identifies a geographic area that a YouTube user can select as the
preferred content region. The content region can also be referred to as a content locale. For the
YouTube website, a content region could be automatically selected based on heuristics like the
YouTube domain or the user's IP location, and a user could also manually select the desired
content region from the YouTube site footer. The API supports a method to list supported
content regions. Supported region codes can be used as the value of the regionCode parameter
when calling API methods like search. The new channelSection resource contains information
about a set of videos that a channel has chosen to feature. For example, a section could feature
a channel's latest uploads, most popular uploads, or videos from one or more playlists. The API
supports methods to list , insert , update , or delete channel sections. You can retrieve a list of
channel sections for the authenticated user's channel, by specifying a particular channel ID, or
by specifying a list of unique channel section IDs. The error documentation has also been
updated to describe the error messages that the API supports specifically for these new
methods. The definition of the video resource's fileDetails object has been updated to explain
that that object will only be returned if the video's processingDetails. Similarly, the definition of
the video resource's suggestions object has been updated to explain that that object will only
be returned if the video's processingDetails. The definition of the channel resource's
invideoPromotion object has been updated to explain that the object can only be retrieved by
the channel's owner. The parameter list for the videos. This was a documentation error as
videos. The video resource's new status. This property can only be set if the video's privacy
status is private and the video has never been published. This new property is not subject to the
deprecation policy. The new part contains channel data that is relevant for YouTube partners
linked with the channel, including the ID of the content owner linked to the channel and the date
and time when the content owner and channel were linked. Note that this new part is not subject
to the deprecation policy. The API will return an error if you attempt to set its value. The
following video resource properties have been added to the list of values that can be set when
inserting or updating a video:. The error documentation now specifies the HTTP response code
for each error type. Note that the page that lists the APIs that are subject to the deprecation
policy specifically excludes some v3 API functionality from being subject to the policy. Rather,
you can set a value for zero filter parameters or for one filter parameter. The definitions for the
search. The minimum size of uploaded channel banner images has been reduced to px by px.
Previously, the minimum size was px by px. In addition, note that the channel resource
documentation specifies the maximum sizes of all of the banner images served from the API.
For example, the maximum size of the brandingSettings. The YouTube Help Center provides
additional guidance for optimizing channel art for display on different types of devices. Several
channel resource property definitions have been updated to reflect the following information:.
The brandingSettings. The channels. That property indicates whether the content owner's name
will be shown when displaying the promotion. It can only be set if the API request that sets the
property value is being made on the content owner's behalf using the onBehalfOfContentOwner
parameter. The contentDetails. The new contentDetails. The videoCategory resource's new
snippet. The API includes two additional features designed to help find and feature live
broadcast content: The new snippet. Valid property values are upcoming , active , and none.
The list below explains the property's possible values:. This will be the property value for
completed broadcasts that are still viewable on YouTube. The video resource's new
liveStreamingDetails property is an object that contains metadata about a live video broadcast.
To retrieve this metadata, include liveStreamingDetails in the part parameter value's list of
resource parts. The metadata includes the following new properties:. This value will be present
once the broadcast's state is active. This value will be present once the broadcast is over. If the
property value is empty or the property is not present, then the broadcast is scheduled to go on
indefinitely. To retrieve this metadata, include liveStreamingDetails in the part parameter value
when calling the videos. Note that two other features for identifying live broadcast content were
released on October 1, â€” the search. The parameter's default value is True , which indicates
that subscribers will be notified of newly uploaded videos. However, a channel owner who is
uploading many videos might prefer to set the value to False to avoid sending a notification
about each new video to the channel's subscribers. The list of properties that can be modified
when calling the channels. In addition, the list has been modified to identify the

brandingSettings properties that are modifiable. These brandingSettings properties were
already modifiable, so the documentation change does not reflect a change to the API's existing
functionality. The channel resource's new invideoPromotion. This field can only be set if the API
request that sets the value is being made on the content owner's behalf. See the
onBehalfOfContentOwner parameter for more information. The channel resource's new
auditDetails object contains channel data that a multichannel network MCN would evaluate
while determining whether to accept or reject a particular channel. In addition, any token that
uses that scope must be revoked when the MCN decides to accept or reject the channel or
within two weeks of the date that the token was issued. By default, the channel is the same as
the one for which the in-video promotion data is set. However, you can promote the most
recently uploaded video from another channel by setting the value of the new
invideoPromotion. The channel resource contains three new properties â€” brandingSettings.
The new snippet. For a video resource, a value of upcoming indicates that the video is a live
broadcast that has not yet started, while a value of active indicates that the video is an ongoing
live broadcast. For a channel resource, a value of upcoming indicates that the channel has a
scheduled broadcast that has not yet started, while a value of acive indicates that the channel
has an ongoing live broadcast. In the watermark resource, the targetChannelId property has
changed from an object to a string. Instead of containing a child property that specifies the
YouTube channel ID of the channel that the watermark image links to, the targetChannelId
property now specifies that value itself. Accordingly, the resource's targetChannelId. The
thumbnails. The new watermark resource identifies an image that displays during playbacks of
a specified channel's videos. You can also specify a target channel to which the image will link
as well as timing details that determine when the watermark appears during video playbacks
and the length of time it is visible. The error documentation describes the error messages that
the API supports specifically for the watermarks. The channel resource's new statistics. As
such, the property's value is false if the channel's subscriber count is publicly visible. Both
parameters are already supported for several other methods. This parameter can only be used
in conjunction with the chart parameter. The parameter value is an ISO alpha-2 country code.
The error documentation describes the following new common request error, which could occur
for multiple API methods:. The channel resource's invideoPromotion object has the following
new and updated properties:. The API now supports the ability to specify a website as a
promoted item. To do so, set the invideoPromotion. Also use the new invideoPromotion. Links
can be to associated websites, merchant sites, or social networking sites. See the YouTube
Help Center instructions for associated websites and merchant sites for more information about
enabling links for your content. By adding promotional links, you agree that those links will not
be used to redirect traffic to unauthorized sites and that those links will comply with YouTube's
AdWords policies , YouTube ad policies , YouTube Community Guidelines and YouTube Terms
of Service. The properties related to the timing settings for displaying promoted items during
video playback have been restructured:. This object now enables you to customize the timing
data for each promoted item in the invideoPromotion. The new invideoPromotion. Those
settings define when a promoted item will display during playback of one of your channel's
videos. You can override the default timing for any given promoted item using the
invideoPromotion. In the API response to a thumbnails. Note that the Python example for the
playlistItems. The error documentation describes the following new request context error, which
could occur for any API method that supports the mine request parameter:. The Getting Started
with the YouTube Data API guide's Quota Usage section has been updated to reflect a change in
the quota cost of a video upload from approximately units to approximately units. In a
channelBanner resource, the value of the kind property's value has changed from youtube
channelBannerInsertResponse to youtube channelBannerResource. This resource is returned
in response to a channelBanners. The channel resource's new brandingSettings. The property
value is a pound sign followed by a six-character hexadecimal string, such as e6. The API now
supports the ability to specify whether a subscription is for all of a channel's activities or just
for new uploads. The subscription resource's new contentDetails. Valid property values are all
and uploads. The chart parameter identifies the chart that you want to retrieve. Currently, the
only supported value is mostPopular. Note that the chart parameter is a filter parameter, which
means it cannot be used in the same request as other filter parameters id and myRating. The
videoCategoryId parameter identifies the video category for which the chart should be retrieved.
By default, charts are not restricted to a particular category. The video resource's new
topicDetails. The subjects of these topics may be mentioned in or appear in the video. For each
rating system, the API now supports a rating value that indicates that the video has not been
rated. Note that for MPAA ratings , an "unrated" rating is frequently used to identify uncut
versions of films for which the cut version of the film did receive an official rating. The property

value will be ytAgeRestricted if YouTube has identified the video as containing content that is
inappropriate for users less than 18 years old. If the property is absent or if the property value is
empty, then the content has not been identified as age-restricted. Use the subscriptions. That
parameter indicates that the authenticated user is acting on behalf of the content owner
specified in the parameter value. The documentation also now lists the updated list of
properties that you can set for the channel resource's invideoPromotion object. The error
documentation describes the following new errors:. YouTube uses this value when the
authorized user's previous activity on YouTube does not provide enough information to
generate the activity feed. Playlist resources now contain the snippet. The property will be only
be returned to authorized users who are retrieving data about their own playlists. Authorized
users can also set playlist tags when calling either the playlists. The onBehalfOfContentOwner
parameter, which was previously supported for the channels. Note that when this parameter is
used in a call to the videos. The channel must be linked to the content owner that the
onBehalfOfContentOwner parameter specifies. The parameter indicates that the request's
authorization credentials identify a YouTube CMS user who is acting on behalf of the content
owner specified in the parameter value. The CMS account that the user authenticates with must
be linked to the specified YouTube content owner. This parameter is intended for content
partners that own and manage many different YouTube channels. The parameter enables those
partners to authenticate once and get access to all of their video and channel data, without
having to provide authentication credentials for each individual channel. Specifically in regard
to this release, the parameter now enables a content partner to insert, update, or delete videos
in any of the YouTube channels that the partner owns. In the channels resource, the
invideoPromotion. The guide may be especially useful for developers migrating from the
previous version of the API and who have applications that either request content for the default
user or that rely on the notion that every YouTube channel has a unique username, which is no
longer the case. The new channelBanners. The documentation for the channels. The video
resource documentation no longer lists unspecified as a valid property value for the
suggestions. The error documentation now lists errors for the channelBanners. It also lists
several new errors for the channels. Standalone pages now list code samples for Java ,. The
page that lists Python code samples now includes examples for adding a subscription, creating
a playlist, and updating a video. YouTube no longer identifies experimental API features and
services. Channel resources now support the inVideoPromotion object, which encapsulates
information about a promotional campaign associated with the channel. A channel can use an
in-video promotional campaign to display thumbnail images for a promoted video within the
video player during playbacks of the channel's videos. You can retrieve this data by including
invideoPromotion in the part parameter value in a channels. The new channels. Note that the
method only supports updates to the invideoPromotion part of the channel resource and does
not yet support updates to other parts of that resource. Channel resources now support the
status. A user that has one of these links already has a public YouTube identity, which is a
prerequisite for several actions, such as uploading videos. Subscription resources now support
the subscriberSnippet part. That object encapsulates contains snippet data for the subscriber's
channel. The API now supports the videos. The myRating parameter and the id parameter are
both now considered filter parameters, which means that an API request must specify exactly
one of the parameters. Previously, the id parameter was a required parameter for this method.
The method returns a forbidden error for requests that attempt to retrieve video rating
information but are not properly authorized to do so. With the introduction of the myRating
parameter, the videos. Note, however, that paging parameters are only supported for requests
using the myRating parameter. Paging parameters and information are not supported for
requests that use the id parameter. The maxResults parameter specifies the maximum number
of videos that the API can return in the result set, and the pageToken parameter identifies a
specific page in the result set that you want to retrieve. The youtube videoListResponse
resource, which is returned in response to a videos. The youtube videoListResponse resource
can also include nextPageToken and prevPageToken properties, each of which provides a token
that could be used to retrieve a specific page in the result set. The channelTitle property has
been added to the snippet for the following resources:. NET search. NET subscriptions. NET,
Ruby. This parameter can only be used in a properly authorized request. Note: This functionality
is intended to replace the mySubscribers parameter currently supported for the channels. That
parameter will be deprecated. In a video resource, the property value unspecified is no longer a
possible value for any of the following properties:. API requests that contain an unexpected
parameter now return a badRequest error, and the reported reason for the error is
unexpectedParameter. The error that the playlistItems. The error is now reported as a forbidden
error, and the error reason is playlistContainsMaximumNumberOfVideos. The error

documentation has also been updated to list the errors that the API might return in response to
a videos. Thumbnail images are now identified in the API documentation as a separate resource
, and the new thumbnails. The error documentation has also been updated to list the errors that
the API might return in response to a thumbnails. Note that this change does not really affect
existing resources that return thumbnail images. Thumbnail images are returned in those
resources in the same way that they were previously, though the documentation does now list
the names of the different thumbnail sizes that the API might return. The channel resource's
new brandingSettings part identifies settings, text, and images for the channel's channel page
and video watch pages. The playlistItem resource contains the following new properties:. The
new status object encapsulates status information about the playlist item, and the status. By
default, those statistics are viewable, and statistics like a video's viewcount and ratings will still
be publicly visible even if this property's value is set to false. You can set this property's value
when calling the videos. The list below identifies the supported rating systems and provides a
link to the property associated with each rating system. The property definitions identify the
supported rating values for each system. The new forMine parameter restricts a search to only
retrieve the authenticated user's videos. The new safeSearch parameter indicates whether
search results should include restricted content. The onBehalfOfContentOwner parameter has
been removed from the list of supported parameters for the videos. The channelType parameter
lets you restrict a search for channels to retrieve all channels or to retrieve only shows. The
videoType parameter lets you restrict a search for videos to retrieve all videos or to retrieve
only movies or only episodes of shows. The definition of the video resource's recordingDetails
part has been updated to note that the object will only be returned for a video if the video's
geolocation data or recording time has been set. Several API methods support new parameters
that are intended exclusively for YouTube content partners. YouTube content partners include
movie and television studios, record labels, and other content creators that make their content
available on YouTube. The onBehalfOfContentOwner parameter indicates that the request's
authorization credentials identify a YouTube CMS user who is acting on behalf of the content
owner specified in the parameter value. The managedByMe parameter, which is supported by
the channels. The forContentOwner parameter, which is supported by the search. The API
supports several new parts and properties for video resources:. The new fileDetails ,
processingDetails , and suggestions parts provide information to video owners about their
uploaded videos. This data is very useful in applications that enable video uploads and includes
the following:. All of these parts can only be retrieved by the video owner. The list below briefly
describes the new parts, and the video resource documentation defines all of the properties that
each part contains. The fileDetails object contains information about the video file that was
uploaded to YouTube, including the file's resolution, duration, audio and video codecs, stream
bitrates, and more. The processingProgress object contains information about YouTube's
progress in processing the uploaded video file. The object's properties identify the current
processing status and estimate the time remaining until YouTube finishes processing the video.
This part also indicates whether different types of data or content, such as file details or
thumbnail images, are available for the video. This object is designed to be polled so that the
video uploader can track the progress that YouTube has made in processing the uploaded
video file. The suggestions object contains suggestions that identify opportunities to improve
the video quality or the metadata for the uploaded video. The contentDetails part contains four
new properties. These properties can be retrieved with unauthenticated requests. The status
part contains two new properties. Video owners can set values for both properties when
inserting or updating a video. These properties can also be retrieved with unauthenticated
requests. Valid values are creativeCommon and youtube. The definition of the part parameter
has been updated for the videos. The channel resource's new contentDetails. Each thumbnail
image object now specifies the image's width and height. Thumbnail images are currently
returned in activity , channel , playlist , playlistItem , search result , subscription , and video
resources. The API returns a notFound error if the video that the parameter identifies cannot be
found in the playlist. The error documentation describes a new forbidden error, which indicates
that a request is not properly authorized for the requested action. The channel resource's
snippet. The resource's id property provides the same value. The new error page lists errors
that the API can return. The page includes general errors, which might occur for multiple
different API methods, as well as method-specific errors. An activity resource can now report a
channelItem action, which occurs when YouTube adds a video to an automatically generated
YouTube channel. YouTube algorithmically identifies topics that have a significant presence on
the YouTube website and automatically generates channels for those topics. The following
search. The q parameter is no longer designated as a filter, which means The published
parameter has been replaced with two new parameters, publishedAfter and publishedBefore ,

which are described below. Several API resources support new properties. The table below
identifies the resources and their new properties:. The documentation for several API methods
now identifies properties that must be specified in the request body or that are updated based
on values in the request body. The table below lists those methods as well as the required or
modifiable properties. Note: Documentation for other methods may already list required and
modifiable properties. The API no longer reports a playlistAlreadyExists error if you try to create
or update a playlist that would have the same title as a playlist that already exists in the same
channel. Several API methods support new error types. The table below identifies the method
and the newly supported errors:. Except as otherwise noted, the content of this page is licensed
under the Creative Commons Attribution 4. For details, see the Google Developers Site Policies.
Home Guides Reference Samples Support. How to Get Help Revision History. February 9, The
playlistItem resource supports two new properties: The snippet. The snippet. January 28, This
update contains the following changes: The playlistItems. You are responsible for any user data
you send to us via any YouTube embedded player before the user has interacted with the player
to indicate playback intent. You can limit the data shared with YouTube before a user interacts
with the player by setting Autoplay to false. The new Section III. You are responsible for
knowing when videos that you embed on your API Client are made for kids and treating data
collected from the embedded player accordingly. October 8, This update covers three small
changes related to the channel resource: The snippet. The statistics. This behavior is consistent
with counts shown on the YouTube website. Channel keywords, which are identified in the
brandingSettings. Note that the character limit is not a per-keyword limit but rather a limit on the
total length of all keywords. This behavior is consistent with that on the YouTube website.
September 9, Note: This is a deprecation announcement. The following API resources, methods,
parameters, and resource properties are deprecated immediately and will stop working on or
after the date of this announcement: The following channel resource properties: The statistics.
This change does not affect the prevPageToken property for other channels. The channel
resource's invideoPromotion object and all of its child properties, which were announced as
deprecated on 27 November , have been removed from the documentation. July 29, We have
simplified our process for charging quota for API requests by removing the additional cost
associated with the part parameter. This revision history entry was originally published on July
20, July 28, All videos uploaded via the videos. July 21, [Updated July 28, July 7, Note: This is a
deprecation announcement. June 4, Note: This is an update to a prior deprecation
announcement. April 17, Note: This is a deprecation announcement. March 31, This update
contains the following changes: New resources and methods The new member resource
represents a channel member for a YouTube channel. January 10, The API now supports the
ability to identify child-directed content, which YouTube calls "made for kids. The channel and
video resources support two new properties to enable content creators and viewers to identify
content that is made for kids: The selfDeclaredMadeForKids property enables content creators
to specify whether a channel or video is made for kids. For channels, this property can be set
when calling the channels. For videos, this property can be set when calling either the videos.
Note that this property is only included in API responses that contain channel or video
resources if the channel owner authorized the API request. The madeForKids property enables
any user to retrieve the "made for kids" status of a channel or video. For example, the status
might be determined based on the value of the selfDeclaredMadeForKids property. See the
YouTube Help Center for more information about setting the audience for your channel, videos,
or broadcasts. September 10, The API reference documentation has been updated to reflect a
change to the way that subscriber counts are reported on YouTube and, consequently, in API
responses. July 9, This update contains the following changes: The definition of the channel
resource's snippet. Note: This is a deprecation announcement. November 27, This update
contains the following changes: Note: This is a deprecation announcement. After that date:
Attempts to retrieve the invideoPromotion part when calling channels. Attempts to update
invideoPromotion data when calling channels. November 16, This update contains the following
changes: The interactive code snippet tool now supports Node. However, the samples do
contain some utility functions that don't appear in the quickstart: The removeEmptyParameters
function takes a list of key-value pairs corresponding to API request parameters and removes
the parameters that don't have values. The createResource function takes a list of key-value
pairs corresponding to properties in an API resource. It then converts the properties into a
JSON object that can be used in insert and update operations. October 25, This update contains
the following changes: The Python code samples in the interactive code snippet tool have been
updated to use the google-auth and google-auth-oauthlib libraries instead of the oauth2client
library, which is now deprecated. To see the full samples and this change : Go to the interactive
code snippet tool or to the documentation for any API method, such as the channels. Click the

Python tab above the code samples. Click the toggle above the tabs to switch from seeing a
snippet to a full sample. The tab should now show a complete code sample that uses the
InstalledAppFlow authorization flow. The description above the sample explains this and also
links to a sample for a web server application. Click the link to switch to the web server
example. That sample uses the Flask web application framework and a different authorization
flow. August 29, This update contains the following changes: The definition of the search. The
definition of the search. YouTube has updated its branding logos and icons. New "developed
with YouTube" logos can be downloaded from the branding guidelines page. Other new
YouTube logos and icons are also shown on that page and can be downloaded from the
YouTube brand site. June 1, This update contains the following changes: Note: This is a
deprecation announcement. You can also interact with code samples: Modify parameter and
property values, and the code snippets dynamically update to reflect the values you provide.
The major new features available on this page are: Support for API requests that write data.
April 27, This update contains the following changes: New quickstart guides explain how to set
up a simple application that makes YouTube Data API requests. March 30, This update contains
the following changes: The channel resource's new topicDetails. The playlistItem resource's
new contentDetails. The resource already contains the snippet. Like the channel resource, the
video resource now returns the topicDetails. February 27, As originally announced on August
11, , YouTube has switched the supported list of topic IDs to a curated list. The Children's music
topic, previously a child of Music , has been removed. November 29, This update contains the
following changes: There are three small changes to the list of topic IDs that will be supported
as of February 10, The Professional wrestling category, which was previously a child of the
Sports category, is now a child of Entertainment. The TV shows category, which is a child of
Entertainment , is new. The Health category, previously a child of Lifestyle , has been removed.
November 10, This update contains the following changes: As first announced on August 11, ,
the deprecation of Freebase and the Freebase API requires several changes related to topic IDs.
The channel resource's topicDetails. The video resource's topicDetails. The following properties
are being deprecated: The channel resource's topicDetails. This property will be supported until
November 10, This property will not contain values after February 10, After that date, the
topicDetails. November 2, This update contains the following changes: New properties and
parameters The video resource contains several new properties: The player. Updates to existing
methods, properties and parameters The channelSection resource description has been
updated to note that a channel can create a maximum of 10 shelves without setting targeting
data and can create a maximum of shelves with targeting data. This error might occur if you set
the home parameter to true in an unauthorized request. One reason that this error occurs is that
the contentDetails. Note that some channels may not have permission to offer embedded
players for live streams. See the YouTube Help Center for more information. Other updates The
revision history entry for September 15, , has been updated to clarify that, whenever the channel
resource's contentDetails. September 15, This update contains the following changes: The
August 11, , revision history update discussed several changes related to topic IDs, including
the fact that the set of supported topic IDs will change as of February 10, Notice of these
changes was given in the revision history update on August 11, If the activities. Topic IDs are
used in the following API resources and methods: The channel resource's topicDetails part
identifies topics associated with the channel. The video resource's topicDetails part identifies
topics associated with the video. The changes to these features are: As of February 10, ,
YouTube will start returning a small set of topic IDs instead of the much more granular set of
IDs returned thus far. June 13, This update contains the following changes: The channel
resource's contentDetails. May 31, This update contains the following changes: The
subscriptions. The standard image is px wide and px tall. The maxres image is px wide and px
tall. April 28, This update contains the following changes: The video resource's new
contentDetails. April 20, This update contains the following changes: The definition of the
channels. March 16, This update contains the following changes: Updates to existing resources
and methods The channelBanner resource documentation has been updated to note that the
recommended size for the uploaded channel banner image is px by px. In addition, API
properties for other rating systems support the following new property values: contentDetails.
While this can be a transient error, it usually indicates that the request's input is invalid. Check
the structure of the commentThread resource in the request body to ensure that it is valid. See
the YouTube Help Center for more information about series playlists. In the latter case, you can
retry the request after a few hours. Use the videoCategories. This error occurs if the request
updates the snippet part of a video resource but does not set a value for both the snippet.
December 18, European Union EU laws require that certain disclosures must be given to and
consents obtained from end users in the EU. November 19, The API now supports the ability to

set and retrieve localized text for the snippet. Setting localized titles and descriptions You can
set localized values for a resource when calling the insert or update method for that resource.
To set localized values for a resource, do both of the following: Ensure that a value is set for the
resource's snippet. Retrieving localized values The API supports two ways to retrieve localized
values for a resource: Add the hl parameter to your channels. Important: The hl parameter only
supports values that identify application languages that the YouTube website supports. To
determine whether localized text is available for other languages, you need to retrieve the
localizations part for the resource and filter to determine whether the localized text exists. For
example, you would need to retrieve the full list of localizations to determine whether localized
text is available in Appalachian English. This error indicates that a request that tries to insert or
update the localizations object for a resource is failing because the snippet. This error indicates
that one of the values in a resource's localizations object failed to validate. For example, this
error might occur if the object contains an invalid language code. The comment resource that is
being inserted or updated contains too many characters in the snippet. The request is not
properly authorized to insert, update, or delete the specified playlist item. The
relevanceLanguage parameter value was formatted incorrectly. This error occurs when any of
the following are true: The subscription that you are trying to create already exists You have
already reached your maximum number of subscriptions You are trying to subscribe to your
own channel, which is not supported. You have created too many subscriptions recently and
need to wait a few hours before retrying the request. The comments. In a commentThread
resource, the snippet. For example, playlist items might be sorted by date or popularity. You
can address this error by removing the snippet. If you want the playlist item to have a specific
position in the list, you need to first update the playlist's ordering setting to Manual. The
channel owner's YouTube Channel Art album has too many images. The subscriber identified
with the request has exceeded the subscription rate limit. More subscriptions can be attempted
in a few hours. This error occurs if a playlist cannot be created because the channel already has
the maximum number of playlists allowed. Note that the property value is a list and that
commas between items in the list count toward the limit. Note that the API does not return the
error if you omit the property. The scopes associated with the OAuth 2. The mine parameter
cannot be used in requests where the authenticated user is a YouTube partner. You should
either remove the mine parameter, authenticate as a YouTube user by removing the
onBehalfOfContentOwner parameter, or act as one of the partner's channels by providing the
onBehalfOfContentOwnerChannel parameter if available for the called method. This error is not
specific to a particular API method. It indicates that the authenticated user is not authorized to
act on behalf of the specified Google account. It indicates that the authenticated user's
YouTube account is closed. If the user is acting on behalf of another Google Account, then this
error would indicate that that other account is closed. It indicates that the authenticated user's
YouTube account is suspended. If the user is acting on behalf of another Google Account, then
this error would indicate that that other account is suspended. The CMS user is not allowed to
act on behalf of the specified content owner. The specified content owner account was not
found. The request's part parameter specifies parts that cannot be written at the same time.
Check the value of the id property in the request body to ensure it is correct. It indicates that the
CMS user calling the API does not have sufficient permissions to perform the requested
operation. The metadata specifies invalid recording details. Filter video search results to only
include videos associated with the specified video category. Filter video search results to only
include videos that can be played in an embedded player on a web page. Set the parameter
value to true to only retrieve embeddable videos. Filter video search results to only include
videos that can be played outside of YouTube. Set the parameter value to true to only retrieve
syndicated videos. An object that contains information about a resource that was added to a
channel. This property is only present if the snippet. An object that identifies the resource that
was added to the channel. Like other resourceId properties, it contains a kind property that
specifies the resource type, such as video or playlist. It also contains exactly one of several
properties â€” videoId , playlistId , etc. The channel's privacy status. Valid values are private
and public. This object encapsulates information that identifies or describes the place and time
that the video was recorded. The date and time when the video was recorded. Required
properties: snippet. Required properties: id. The guide category identified by the id parameter
cannot be found. Use the guideCategories. The request is not properly authorized to delete the
specified playlist item. The video category identified by the id parameter cannot be found.
Display one or more scaled views of your design on a standard-size drawing sheet called a
layout. After you finish creating a model at full size, you can switch to a paper space layout to
create scaled views of the model, and to add notes, labels, and dimensions. You can also
specify different linetypes and line widths for display in paper space. As you know, you create

the geometry of your model in model space. Originally, this was the only space available in
AutoCAD. All notes, labels, dimensions, and the drawing border and title block were also
created and scaled in model space. After paper space was introduced, you could click a layout
tab to access a space designed specifically for layouts and scaling. In the following illustration,
paper space is active. There are currently only two objects in paper space: a drawing border
block, and a single layout viewport , which displays a view of model space. Working with layout
viewports is described in more detail later in this topic. There are four different methods in
AutoCAD that are used to scale views, notes, labels, and dimensions. Each method has its
advantages depending on how the drawing will be used. Here's a brief summary of each of the
methods:. Talk to other AutoCAD users in your discipline about these four methods and why
they chose the method that they use. The first thing that you should do when you access a
layout tab 1 is right-click the tab 2 and rename it 3 to something more specific than Layout 1.
Next, open the Page Setup Manager 4 to change the paper size displayed in the layout tab. A
layout viewport is an object that is created in paper space to display a scaled view of model
space. You can think of it as a closed-circuit TV monitor that displays part of model space. In
the illustration, model space is active and accessible from within the current layout viewport. In
a layout, when model space is active, you can pan and zoom, and anything else that you could
do on the Model tab. For example, let's say that you created a backyard deck design in model
space, and now you want to lay out and print your design from a layout tab. The view in the
layout viewport is not yet set to the correct scale. Here are the steps to follow if you use the
trans-spatial method of annotating your drawing:. Model Space and Paper Space As you know,
you create the geometry of your model in model space. Here's a brief summary of each of the
methods: The Original Method. You create geometry, annotate, and print from model space.
Dimensions, notes, and labels must all be scaled in reverse. You set the dimension scale to the
inverse of the plot scale. With this method, scaling requires a little math. The same scale factor
also applies to dimensions, and an ARCH D drawing border at that scale is feet long. When the
drawing is printed as a D-size sheet, everything scales down to the correct size. Once
everything is set up, the method works well for 2D drawings with single views and inserted
details. Specifying the Paper Size of a Layout The first thing that you should do when you
access a layout tab 1 is right-click the tab 2 and rename it 3 to something more specific than
Layout 1. Note: You might be wondering why there are two entries in the list for every sheet
size. This is because some printers and plotters do not recognize the drawing orientation
setting. Layout Viewports A layout viewport is an object that is created in paper space to
display a scaled view of model space. Important: You can switch between paper space and
model space by double-clicking inside or outside the layout viewport. With several layout
viewports, you can display several views of model space at the same or at different scales.
Scaling Views and Trans-Spatial Annotation Here are the steps to follow if you use the
trans-spatial method of annotating your drawing: Click the layout tab. If you started the drawing
with your own custom
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drawing template file, several tasks might already have been completed: the layout might
already be set to D-size, and the title block might already have been inserted in the layout. By
default, paper space is active, so double-click within the layout viewport to make model space
active. Notice that the edge of the layout viewport becomes thicker as a result of switching to
model space. Zoom out and center the model space view by panning. However the displayed
view is still not set to the correct scale. Double-click outside the layout viewport to make paper
space active again. Open the Properties palette and then click to select the edge of the layout
viewport. Note: By default, the dashes and spaces in a non-continuous linetype appear at the
same length regardless of the scale of the layout viewport. This operation creates a drawing file
that conforms to the original method of creating the model and all annotations in model space.
Previous topic: Blocks. Next topic: Notes and Labels.

